ABSTRACT

There is growing recognition within the Australian emergency management sector of the need to engage communities as core partners, where they are considered equals in risk-related decision-making processes that affect them (Attorney-General’s Department 2013). There is, however, little guidance available to practitioners about how best to involve communities in risk reduction processes and little evidence on which to build approaches. To address these gaps, the New South Wales State Emergency Service (NSW SES) instigated a pilot program to investigate and evaluate methods to involve communities in flood emergency planning within three NSW communities. This paper outlines the pilot process, the design of programs and evaluation results.
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Introduction

Emergency planning in Australia has traditionally been inwardly focused on the roles, responsibilities and strategies of emergency management agencies (Gissing 2016). In recent years, however, there has been greater recognition of the need to involve the community in emergency planning (Comrie 2011, Paton & McClure 2013, Pearce 2003), where community members are considered equal partners in decision-making relating to mitigation, preparation, response and recovery.

Traditional emergency management approaches have recognised citizens as spectators rather than active participants in decision-making (Wehn et al. 2015). This is reflected in the practice of many emergency service community engagement approaches that have employed multiple one-way communication tools to inform and educate the public about the risks they face (Attorney-General’s Department 2010).

Many top-down or one-way approaches to communication assume the community to be a uniform group of individuals with the same values and needs (O’Neill & Wales 2004). This view is simplistic and the process of effectively informing the public is far more complex (Arnstein 1969). It is critical that the design and implementation of programs for communities be based on a good knowledge of the community (Phillips et al. 2011). Without such knowledge, programs may fail to take into account the public’s experience, knowledge, interests, concerns, fears, values, priorities and preferences, and ultimately fail (Bier 2001, Bird et al. 2009, Bird et al. 2010, Haynes et al. 2007, Haynes et al. 2008). When communities are not involved, they may also question decisions that have been made during response operations (Pearce 2003).

In order to gain a greater understanding of the community, various participatory-based methodologies may be applied including scenario planning, citizen science (Goodchild 2007), future search, citizen’s juries (Brown 2006), crowdsourcing (Bird et al. 2012), focus groups, drills (Wood & Gilk 2013) and participatory mapping. However, while there is a growing number of case studies using participatory approaches in emergency management, community participation in planning and decision-making has not been well evaluated. There are often difficulties in successfully evaluating the effectiveness of engagement programs due to the length of time it takes for behaviour change to occur and that true preparedness benefits cannot
be measured until an emergency or disaster occurs. When evaluated, however, positive benefits have been identified (Benson et al. 2016, Daellenbach et al. 2015, Risk Frontiers 2016, Redshaw et al. 2016, Jamshidi et al. 2016, Cottrell 2005). Benefits include stronger local relationships, enhanced social capital and improved understanding of risks (Haynes & Tanner 2015, Daellenbach et al. 2015). Positive benefits of participatory-based approaches have also been identified in the evaluation of public health and environmental management programs (Bath & Wakermann 2015, Reed 2008, Curtis & Lockwood 2000, Charnley & Engelbert 2005, Luyet et al. 2012). Nevertheless, it must be acknowledged that public participation is not without risk. Processes can be time consuming and expensive and they can generate stakeholder frustration, identify new conflicts or fail to empower a broad cross section of the community (Luyet et al. 2012).

The National Strategy for Disaster Resilience Community Engagement Framework places strong emphasis on the need to work with communities, stating that engagement means:

‘working in partnership with the community, building on existing networks, resources and strengths, identifying and supporting the development of community leaders and empowering the community to exercise choice and take responsibility’ (Attorney-General’s Department 2013, p. 3).

The framework acknowledges that community engagement must be central to the business of the emergency management sector, being fully embedded within its culture, vision, policies, procedures and practice (Attorney-General’s Department 2013).

Positively, there is a growing policy shift both within Australia and abroad to move towards participatory-based approaches. For example, the 100 Resilient Cities Challenge identifies shared ownership of decision-making as an integral attribute of a city that can withstand, respond to and adapt more readily to shocks and stresses (100 Resilient Cities 2016). This same sentiment lies behind the realisation by the U.S. Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) of the need for a community-centric approach (FEMA 2015). The Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction 2015–2030 also advocates a ‘shared responsibility’ model (UNISDR 2015, p. 6), where sharing refers to community involvement in disaster risk reduction.

There are numerous examples in Australia, including those led by the NSW SES, of the application of community participatory-based approaches. Some of these include NSW SES involvement in townships of Eugowra (Gissing et al. 2007), Uranquinty (Leckie & Richards 2015) and Uki community-based planning projects including the Blue Mountains Heads Up For Fire Project (Redshaw et al. 2016), Emergency Management Victoria’s community emergency management model (Emergency Management Victoria 2016), ACT and NSW Fire and Rescue Community Fire Units (Risk Frontiers 2016, Lowe et al. 2008), initiatives by local governments such as Melton and Wyndham councils’ Emergency Ready Communities programs (Mason et al. 2016) and faith-based communities developing plans such as the Jewish Emergency Management Plan in Victoria (JEMPvic Community Support 2016). Reed (2008) emphasises the need to abandon a toolkit approach in favour of placing emphasis on participation as a process, which is underpinned by an appropriate philosophy and considers on a case-by-case basis how best to engage relevant stakeholders. Irvin and Stansbury (2004) showed that if community members are misled into thinking their decisions will be implemented but in practice they are ignored then resentment may result. This paper outlines the development and results of a pilot program led by NSW SES to pilot and evaluate methods to enhance the involvement of communities in emergency planning.

Methodology

Two consulting groups, Risk Frontiers and Molino Stewart Pty Ltd, were engaged to assist NSW SES to undertake the project. The objective of the project was to design and test an evidence-based framework for the application of engagement processes that enable community participation in emergency planning. A range of localised strategies to engage communities in NSW SES-led emergency planning are defined.

A review of the international literature and a series of interviews with subject matter experts were undertaken to develop a series of evidenced-based principles to base the design of engagement programs upon. Based on the design principles, consultation with local community stakeholders, social analysis and an understanding of local flood risks, a series of engagement activities were designed for piloting across three different communities – Narrabri (northwest NSW), Burringbar/Mooball (north coast NSW) and Chipping Norton (southwest Sydney) (see Figure 1). These locations were chosen by NSW SES based upon their flood-prone nature, buy-in by local volunteers and to involve a variety of coastal, regional and metropolitan communities.

Key characteristics of these communities are:

- Narrabri has a population of 6000 people and has significant riverine flood risk affecting large parts of the town. The most recent major floods occurred in 1998 and 2000.

- Burringbar and Mooball are small adjacent towns with a combined population of approximately 1000 people. Flash flooding can affect properties within the towns and can result in the communities becoming isolated with less than six hours lead time.

- Chipping Norton is located in the Georges River catchment near Liverpool, Sydney. Flooding from the Georges River can affect large parts of the area. The most recent severe floods prior to the pilot were in 1986 and 1988 (Bewsher Consulting 2004). Minor flooding within the Chipping Norton area has also occurred since the pilot in June 2016.
Reference groups consisting of community members, NSW SES members, local councils and other emergency services were established across the three pilot communities to assist in understanding the community and gaining local perspectives of the best methods for engagement. Due to time constraints members were recruited by direct invitation from the NSW SES after initial consultations with individual community members and a high-level social network analysis. Community members recruited were generally regarded as community leaders representing specific community networks. The groups were established with community participation in Narrabri and Burringbar/Mooball. Despite attempts no community representatives (i.e. non-NSW SES members) were recruited in the Chipping Norton area. Reference group meetings lasted for around two hours and were led by an independent facilitator. One meeting was held in each pilot community with follow-up conversations occurring with specific members on an as-needed basis.

Specific objectives were set for each pilot community. These included, among others, improving evacuation plans (Narrabri), developing flood plans (Burringbar/Mooball) and improving flood awareness and acknowledgement of the need for planning (Narrabri, Chipping Norton, Burringbar/Mooball).

Pilot engagement activities of workshops and online exercises (Narrabri and Chipping Norton only), were conducted across the three pilot areas from 27 April 2016 to 8 May 2016. The workshops were attended by community members and supported by NSW SES members. The workshop activities, tailored to each community, included small group discussions to consider warning systems and evacuation planning, social network mapping exercises, presentation of previous community-led initiatives, participatory mapping and group discussion of previous flood experiences.

Online engagement using Facebook and the NSW SES Have Your Say website was largely focused on motivating discussion by posing a series of questions related to emergency planning including:
• How can people and local communities better prepare?
• What is the best way to receive flood warnings?
• If you were told to evacuate where would you go and how would you get there?
• How can you and the community get back to normal after a flood?

Community attendance registered in the workshops were:
• Narrabri – 15 people
• Burringbar/Mooball – 16 people
• Chipping Norton – 5 people.

Across the groups, the age of participants varied from under 20 years old to older than 70 with representation across all adult age groups. Some 59 per cent of participants were male and 36 per cent female. Most described themselves as either a resident of a flood-prone community or a community or service group member. In total, 85 per cent of participants had previously experienced a flood.

In addition to these activities, a series of interviews was undertaken with a variety of NSW SES community engagement staff and managers to assess the capacity and culture of NSW SES to support community participation in emergency planning.

The evaluation of the project was summative in nature. It focused on the process involved and the outcomes of the project, and was undertaken in a structured manner. Primarily, success indicators were measured based on perceived achievement of the objectives stated in the design of each of the pilots.

Specific methods undertaken to evaluate the pilot project included:
• Qualitative structured interviews with key stakeholders involved in the project. This included NSW SES, local government representatives and an independent facilitator. Interviews explored the key successes and challenges of the pilot, identified future opportunities and evaluated the achievements of the activities against the program objectives.
• Surveys to collect quantitative data to ascertain possible changes as a result of pilot activities. Participants completed a short survey either online or via hardcopy survey forms before and after the engagement activities in each of the pilot areas.
• Analysis of social media posts and associated analytics to ascertain levels of community engagement with questions posed by NSW SES.
Pilot results

The pilots were well supported by the NSW SES members involved. Although the number of community members directly engaged through the process may be viewed as small, the process engaged with leaders who have influence within their communities. It was identified via the post-activity survey that these participants already had (57 per cent), or intended to, (83 per cent) spread the word within their communities.

Significant benefits were identified within the Narrabri and Mooball/Burringbar pilots including:
• improved relationships between NSW SES and the community
• a wider appreciation by the community of flood risks and emergency management problems
• improved awareness of NSW SES roles and of the NSW SES local Flood Plan
• improved awareness by community members of their roles
• improved engagement capacity of NSW SES volunteers and staff, having gained awareness and experience of implementing methods involving community participation.

In the regional pilots there appeared to be enough momentum generated to see relationships continue to develop and for local community initiatives to be built. NSW SES have continued to build on these relationships after the completion of the pilots.

Though not as successful due to issues relating to the limited time available and the inability to gain traction with the local community, the Chipping Norton pilot still provided benefits:
• Improved knowledge of NSW SES volunteers and staff about local flood risks and community engagement techniques.
• Confirmation of the challenges involved with engaging with metropolitan communities, where community networks are diffuse, and not necessarily defined by a geographical area.

Engagement through workshops in Narrabri appeared to be more successful than online engagement. In Chipping Norton both the opportunity to engage face-to-face and online did not generate significant community interest.

Community reference groups consisting of community leaders to assist in the design of engagement approaches were found to be beneficial, though it is important that members of these groups understand their roles and the purpose of the group.

Community members were mostly positive about their involvement with all suggesting they would encourage others to take part in emergency planning activities. Participants identified advantages of the process as an opportunity to share their experiences and to engage with authorities about flood issues. The disadvantages identified related to the lack of time to explore issues in full and the opportunity cost of their attendance.

Key challenges that were identified through the pilot process:
• The need to allocate time based on consultation with the community, and to not dictate timelines to the community. Time was a critical limitation across the three pilot areas, resulting in insufficient time to engage with communities to the extent desired.
• The need for an existing awareness of flood risks. This was illustrated in the community of Burringbar where community leaders did not believe there was a flood risk and subsequently did not engage in the pilot. This points to the need for participatory-based approaches to be supported by engagement methods focused on raising the critical flood awareness of communities.
• A skilled and independent facilitator is highly valuable as existing conflicts or issues can make it difficult to initially engage with communities.
• Engagement with other agencies is important to gain support for initiatives. This can take time and a range of engagement methods to achieve support.

Results of interviews to assess the capacity of the NSW SES to support participatory approaches underlined the importance of the organisation’s culture in the approach. Actions identified to build a supportive culture include:
• achieving buy-in from senior leaders
• having a clear strategy and an evidence base to support engagement method
• continued evaluations to measure success and identify learnings
• building organisational community engagement capacity.

Discussion

Based on a review of the international literature, interviews with subject-matter experts and the results of the pilots, the following principles were developed to inform the design of future participatory-based programs.

Understand the community – the implementation of community-based planning should be based on a thorough understanding of the full diversity of the at-risk population in terms of needs, vulnerabilities and resiliencies (Daellenbach et al. 2015, Phillips et al. 2011). Stakeholders include the community, local government and non-government organisations, businesses and other emergency services need to be well understood and represented within engagement processes.

Engage early and often - community involvement should be considered from the beginning and throughout the engagement process (Reed 2008, Luyet et al. 2012).

Allow sufficient time – timeframes should be identified with the community and not dictated to them (Luyet et al. 2012).

Be flexible and tailor approaches – participation methods should be tailored to the context (Paton & McClure 2013, Reed 2008). There will not be one single approach that
works across all contexts or every time, the process needs to be flexible (Daellenbach et al. 2015). A flexible approach is required to account for the complexities and the various commitments of community members, including time (Young 1998).

**Agree on objectives from the outset** – objectives need to be agreed among participants, especially the community from the beginning (Reed 2008).

**Acknowledge the community as equals** – community members must be empowered to participate and be acknowledged as equal partners where their input is recognised as an important and equal contribution to decision-making. Equality must also exist between participating community members (Reed 2008).

**Engage in two-way dialogue** – community participation should be based on mutual respect and trust and involve two-way deliberative dialogue dealing with the public value of propositions. This results in decision-making that is negotiated between all relevant stakeholders in a transparent manner. Community expectations need to be managed. Where community members will not be able to influence a decision then participation is not appropriate and communities should be made aware of why (Reed 2008).

**Use skilled facilitation expertise** – facilitation perceived as independent, open to differing views, approachable and across technical details is essential to achieving an effective outcome (Reed 2008, Attorney-General’s Department 2010, Luyet et al. 2012).

**Use expert and local knowledge** – institutional, scientific and local hazard risk knowledge, including that provided by emergency service members and local communities, must be used. Two-way learning between participants should be encouraged (Reed 2008, Young 1998). There may be a need to raise critical hazard awareness prior to implementing participatory-based approaches.

**Use and build social capital** – strong social capital including local relationships and local capacity is as a critical enabler. Community involvement in planning should be designed to build and support social capital (Dufty 2010).

**Evaluate programs** – a process of frequently evaluating and learning is essential to ensure the improvement of future programs (Australian Government 2010, Charnley & Engelbert 2005, Dufty 2010). Communities should be involved in the evaluation process and evaluation design should be considered from the outset. Learnings should be incorporated into future practice (Charnley & Engelbert 2005).

**Foster a culture of community participation** – an organisation’s culture and leadership must champion the involvement of community members in decision-making throughout the disaster management cycle (Reed 2008, Attorney-General’s Department 2013).

**Conclusion**

The evidence obtained from the pilots and associated research shows there are significant benefits to adopting participatory-based approaches to emergency planning and in building community resilience. Though only small numbers of people were involved in the pilots, engagement occurred with community leaders, and there is evidence that these people have, or intend to have, discussions about the activities within their networks.

The adoption of participatory-based approaches to engage with communities is encouraged throughout all phases of the disaster management cycle. However, the approach should not be seen as a silver bullet for generating behaviour change or building resilience.

To be successful approaches need to be combined with other methods of community engagement and have the capacity to experiment within individual communities to ascertain the most effective approach. There is not a standard one-size-fits-all approach to involving the community, however, a series of evidence-based principles have been provided to guide the development, implementation and evaluation of participatory-based approaches to emergency planning. Fixed organisational-based objectives should also be avoided, as ultimately, these should be negotiated with communities so as to reflect their concerns and values.

To be successful the culture of emergency management agencies must be considered. Without a supportive culture a successful uptake of participatory-based approaches is likely to be unsuccessful. The emergency management sector must continue to build on its rhetoric regarding embracing communities and adopt a true community-centric approach to emergency management, recognising community engagement as equal to emergency response functions, and that the community is an equal and active participant in emergency management. Not only will the emergency management sector’s approach need to change before events, its engagement with the community will need to become more open and foster community trust across all other elements of the disaster management cycle.

Further work is required to test the effectiveness of the design principles in metropolitan communities, possibly using a social, faith-based, cultural or business network engagement approach rather than one defined by a geographical area.
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